The Community Blood Center (CBC), a nonprofit blood-providing organization headquartered in Appleton, Wisconsin, was quickly outgrowing their existing facility and in need of updates to key mechanical equipment. The CBC selected Hoffman to renovate their building, a project that would help position them for future growth.

A two-story, 19,000 square foot addition and 16,000 square feet remodeling of their existing facility more than doubled their laboratory space, added state-of-the-art equipment, expanded a service area geared toward retaining and growing their donor base, and provided the space to accommodate nearly double the number of donor beds.

The work done by Hoffman helped support the streamlining of CBC staff processes and provide a more pleasant and efficient blood donating experience for their clients.

SCOPE: Expansion, renovation
AREA: 19,000/16,000 sq. ft.
COMPLETION DATE: 6/2009